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CHALLENGES

• Delivering innovative solutions and 
customized software solutions for 
the energy transition

• Consolidating heavily centralized IT 
operations after an acquisition

• Focusing on e�  ciency and cost-
cutting

SOLUTION

VMware vRealize Operations 
enables regiocom to continuously 
optimize its resource allocation, 
improve performance and advance 
automation. At the same time, 
using Blue Medora gives it profound 
insights into the technical workings of 
the data center.

OUTCOME

• Greater e�  ciency, optimal use of 
resources and stabilizing costs 

• Superior uptime for mission-critical 
systems and monitoring across the 
entire IT environment

• Support of new digital strategy 
and foundation for use of new 
technologies like AI, ML and 
chatbots

The German government has set itself an ambitious political goal 
in shaping the energy transition to cleaner fuels, and Magdeburg-
based regiocom SE is playing an active role in this development. 
Founded in 1996, the service group has long since made a name 
for itself – in the energy industry in particular – with bespoke 
software and IT solutions. regiocom operates in a heavily 
regulated segment of the market in which service level 
agreements (SLAs) can be crucial to the success or failure of a 
business. IT systems form the company's backbone, especially 
with a view to ongoing expansion and dealing with cost pressures 
in the industry. Since integrating VMware vRealize Operations 
and Blue Medora last year, the company has been reaping the 
benefi ts of consistent operations with superior performance, 
e�  cient capacity and cost management, intelligent remediation, 
and integrated compliance.

regiocom is the largest owner-managed full-service provider in Germany. 
Across 20 locations in Germany, Austria and Bulgaria, its more than 5,000 sta�  
work primarily for three key industries: energy, telecommunications and 
transportation. The business focuses on service center-based customer 
services and IT services, both of which are provided throughout Europe. 
regiocom operates as a specialist for the outsourcing of mass processes 
involving millions of items of personal and accounting data. Its experts are 
currently providing a highly complex database system that will serve as a 
central information repository as the energy transition is implemented.

The challenge
Major changes such as the energy transition and the switch from low-calorifi c 
to high-calorifi c gas create new challenges for energy companies, public 
authorities and consumers alike. regiocom, a specialist niche provider in the 
energy industry, supplies energy companies and grid operators with 
customized solutions that are perfectly tailored to the specifi c needs of this 
industry. The register of market master data – known in Germany by its 
acronym MaStR – is a case in point: MaStR is an exhaustive register of all plants 
that generate power. Accessible to both authorities and market players, it 
contains information on everything from the smallest photovoltaic (PV) 
installation to nuclear power plants. 

Alongside digitalization, another important issue is the decentralization of 
power generation thanks to privately owned PV systems, cogeneration plants 
and charging stations for electronic vehicles. This development is driving a 
rapid increase in the number of electricity meters, causing grid operations, 
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billing, power feed management and current regulation to become ever more 
complex and confusing. This is where regiocom comes in, helping customers 
from the energy sector all over Germany with a specially developed tool for grid 
feed-in systems.

Increasing the ranks of its customer service experts in the German state of 
Saxony-Anhalt presents a further challenge to the company. The 2017 
acquisition of snt Deutschland AG, a substantially larger call center provider, 
made regiocom the largest owner-run provider of call center services in 
Germany. And consolidation of its new purchase then had to be modeled in the 
company's heavily centralized IT operations. "Technology is absolutely critical 
to the success of our business," says Dennis Wyrwa, Manager IT Service 
Operations at regiocom. "A modern data center lays the technological 
foundation for our services and our people's productivity." Wyrwa leads a team 
of 40 sta�  and is responsible for both internal IT systems and external IT 
business. 

The solution
regiocom is equally keen to use innovative solutions for its internal IT operations 
management: It has been a VMware customer for some 15 years and is very 
happy with VMware vSphere, which gives it a virtualization level of 100 percent. 
VMware vRealize Operations gives the provider a platform on which to manage 
its applications and infrastructure. regiocom expects a number of benefi ts as it 
develops in this direction: reduce unplanned downtime with continuous 
performance optimization, stabilizing costs with e�  cient capacity and cost 
management, faster time to market with proactive planning, and mitigate risk 
with intelligent remediation and integrated compliance. Wyrwa has a keen eye 
for the details: "Many technologies are becoming more expensive and 
maintenance costs are on the rise. VMware vRealize Operations shows us 
exactly where resources are being consumed, what components are running 
e�  ciently and how resource allocation can be optimized. That will help keep us 
competitive for years to come."

Technologies such as artifi cial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) are 
increasingly being deployed by regiocom’s developers on an application level 
as part of moves to automate IT production processes like speech-to-text 
applications or advanced geoservices. “The use of new technologies like AI and 
ML supports our new digital strategy and builds the foundation for further 
growth of regiocom,” summarizes Wyrwa.

The outcome
vSphere along with vRealize Operations enables regiocom to make optimal use 
of its resources and run through a series of "what-if" scenarios. Wyrwa quotes a 
typical example: "When you're looking to acquire a fi rm, say, you need to know 
what exactly you are getting and how much it will cost." That way, it is, for 
example, possible to run both an existing data center and a newly acquired one 
more e�  ciently while also cutting costs – while delivering uptime of 99.9 
percent with vSphere. "Our core infrastructures – featuring DNS and DHCP 
servers, Active Directories, Oracle and Microsoft SQL databases and SAP as the 
billing system – are absolutely mission-critical," Wyrwa adds. "If you get a bit of 
a wobble somewhere, everyone will notice it immediately."

And then there is Blue Medora, an adapter that allows VMware to be deployed 
in Cisco, HP, Dell and Microsoft environments too. Blue Medora lets the 
company monitor the entire data center environment from the hypervisor, right 

“Technology is absolutely 
critical to the success of our 
business in energy industry. A 
modern data center based on 
VMware lays the technological 
foundation for our services and 
our people's productivity.”

DENNIS WYRWA
MANAGER IT SERVICE OPERATIONS
REGIOCOM SE

VMWARE PRODUCTS DEPLOYED

• VMware vRealize Operations 7.5

• VMware vCenter

• VMware vSphere 6.7

PARTNER
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“Many technologies are 
becoming more expensive 
and maintenance costs are 
on the rise. VMware vRealize 
Operations shows us exactly 
where resources are being 
consumed, what components 
are running efficiently and how 
resource allocation can be 
optimized continuously.”

DENNIS WYRWA
MANAGER IT SERVICE OPERATIONS
REGIOCOM SE

down to the blade chassis and/or pure storage environment. "We can see 
whether this switch has a problem or that storage unit is straining at its limits," 
Wyrwa explains. "In conjunction with Blue Medora, vRealize Operations is 
tremendously helpful." That is important especially in the energy industry, 
where service level agreements are very strict and special software needs to be 
developed. As Wyrwa puts it: "The energy sector demands innovative solutions 
to special problems."

As things stand, regiocom is excellently equipped to continue its expansion. Its 
new digital strategy positions the company as an innovative pioneer in the 
customer service segment, especially with regard to the role of artifi cial 
intelligence, machine learning, chatbots and speech-to-text applications. For 
regiocom, growing cost pressure in the customer service and call center 
industry is a powerful driver of investment in new technologies.

Looking ahead
In the future, regiocom is committed to further automating its processes. "We 
are still in the early days of development," Dennis Wyrwa asserts. "We need to 
keep modernizing and be ready for the future." This involves considering a VDI 
environment based on VMware Horizon. One of the longer-term goals for the 
150 to 200 developers is to introduce container integration with VMware 
Enterprise PKS and container-based application development. Wyrwa again: 
"The age of the energy transition has only just begun, so regiocom SE still has a 
lot of work to do!"


